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Fear was stopping me from living life.  
My name is Harry, and I am from the Middle 

East. One day a group of kind people gave me a 
magazine called Spark. It was from ShareWord 

Global. I looked through it and saw  
there are 12 truths [included in it]. 

The 10th truth was so important to me because  
it talks about fear. It tells me that  

God is with us always and so we do not  
have to be afraid anymore. 

I was always looking over my shoulder, always 
afraid that what happened to my family in the 

past from ISIS will happen to me. But when  
I read this magazine and learned about God, 
I said to God that I will not be afraid anymore 

because He is with me. 

I am reassured that I am important  
to God, and I am not alone.
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36,251 
People Mobilized  

425,423 
Gospel Presentations Made

14,280 
Church Partnerships

People Mobilized: number of people who shared 
the gospel message with someone this year and 
gave them one of our Scripture resources

Gospel Presentations: number of times someone 
heard the Good News as part of a gospel 
conversation and was offered a Scripture resource, 
or was invited to download the NewLife app

Church Partners: number of churches who have 
actively been in relationship with ShareWord 
Global to evangelize and distribute our Scripture 
resources this year

Scriptures: number of Scripture resources that 
have been provided to believers around the 
world for evangelism this year. In this report, does 
not include NewLife unless noted.

2,279,769 (+14%)
Scriptures Shared (includes NewLife downloads)

120 Countries • 5,360 (+13%)
NewLife downloads

$13,959,698 (+19%)
Revenue

Global HIGHLIGHTS
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Disease, war, inflation, unemployment, 
gun violence, political strife…it’s a list 
that can easily cause the heart to grow 
heavy. But it’s a list that distracts us 
from the incredible work God is doing 
in us and through us to breathe new life 
into the world.

As a ministry, we continued to feel the deep 
generosity of God’s grace this past year—
and we want to celebrate that with you 
in this Impact Report. As you’ll see in the 
following pages, God opened new doors to 
us, led us to new places, and blessed us with 
faithful donors who are eager to continue 
working with us to mobilize believers and 
reach thousands for Christ. 

Here are just a few highlights:

• A new ministry component was launched 
with our Canadian church partners

• Evangelism with local churches in 
Cuba was finally resumed

• Thousands and thousands of young 
people in Nicaragua heard the gospel

• Postponed work was finally launched 
in Sri Lanka

• Prison ministry opened to us 
unexpectedly in Kenya

• A ShareWord Global entity was 
opened in Brazil

• Key partnerships were grown and 
expanded in the Middle East

• Our new ministry name was 
launched successfully

You will see numbers in this report that 
feature key performance indicators. But 
behind each number are lives changed—
not just those who heard the gospel and 
are now holding a copy of God’s Word. 
Also changed is the person who initiated 
that exchange, presented the gospel, and 
made sure a copy of Scripture was now in 
the receiver’s possession. Those mobilized 
believers represent the multiplication of 
the cause around the world.

None of it would be possible without the 
generous donors who set aside some of 
their hard-earned funds for us. And for that 
we are eternally grateful. In the midst of 
the uncertainty, our donors held strong—in 
fact, giving more than ever before! 

May you be blessed as you read about God’s 
goodness through ShareWord Global over 
the past year, and be inspired to continue 
partnering with us on our quest.
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Thousands of graduating students in Nicaragua were 
recently given a Bible as a gift from our ministry partner, 
Tyndale House Ministries. The gifts were provided 
through local churches who also took time to explain the 
gospel to the students. After visiting one of the schools, 
our Country Manager shared this story with us.

“Together with Pastor Rogelio, we brought copies of 
the Scriptures to the hands of each of the high school 
graduating students. 
 
One of the students who received a Bible was 15-year-
old Misael. Very happily, he approached us to thank us 
for his Bible, and to share his story and what happened 
when he heard the message of Jesus. 
 
‘I want to thank you for this Bible that you have given 
me, today is a very special day for me because I did not 
expect it. I have always wanted a Bible but have not been 
able to buy one. I’ve felt lonely many times and I’ve tried 
to be okay, but there are times when I feel like no one 
understands me. 

Today when I heard the pastor talk about Jesus and 
the opportunity to really know Him—that He does 
understand me and that He will be with me always, I was 
very happy. 
 
I prayed together with the pastor. 

Now, I feel different. I feel that there is something new in 
me. I will follow the pastor’s advice to read this Bible to 
learn more about Jesus. I will do my best to get to know 
Him more.’”

We ignite and fuel a passion in people’s 
hearts to share the gospel—training 

and equipping them, as a community of 
believers, to effectively introduce people 

to Jesus through God’s Word.

Mission and IMPACT

Today when I heard the pastor talk 
about Jesus and the opportunity 
to really know Him—that He does 

understand me and that He will be 
with me always, I was very happy. 
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In the midst of a second year of the pandemic, our ministry 
struggled to find the same kind of traction in Canada it 
was used to. Lockdowns, social distancing, and community 
restrictions curbed our members’ efforts to share the 
gospel in the public sphere and raise funds at events.

But despite those limitations, the gospel was still 
presented, and God’s Word still went out. In fact, the 
restrictions brought out some creativity in how to share the 
gospel during a lockdown. One way was to hold 47 digital 
mission trips that brought people together online for a 
simple evangelism training workshop. Then we asked them 
to reach out to people with their phones! 

This spring, a series of Ignite evangelism events was 
launched to train and mobilize Canadians to share the 
gospel with people around them. More than 275 people 
attended from 216 churches at five events, with at least 
1,129 gospel presentations made and Scriptures shared. 
We look forward to growing this model and seeing more 
and more people mobilized to actively go and share the 
Good News with fellow Canadians.

CANADA

2,779 
ShareWord Members

3,169 
People  
Mobilized 

7,434 
Gospel Presentations  
Made 

273 
Church  
Partnerships  

603,709 
Scriptures  
Shared 
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“My wife and I recently arranged to have a repairman come 
fix our refrigerator. While he was working, a delivery truck 
arrived with several boxes of ShareWord Global Scriptures. 
I walked out to meet the driver and help him unload the 
boxes. I asked if he knew what he was delivering.  
 
‘I can’t tell what’s inside,’ he laughed.  
 
I told him they were boxes of various Bibles! He then told me 
his dad went to church, but he, himself, was not a Christian. 
So, I asked if he would like a Bible. His face lit up and he 
jumped out of his vehicle. We talked about Christianity and 
how Jesus can transform our lives. Then I invited him to 
come by any time to discuss further. He left with two Bibles, 
eager to read God’s message for him.  
 
I brought the boxes inside and the repairman looked in my 
direction. I was beaming and said, ‘My Bibles arrived!’ 

He looked confused, so I asked him if he was a Christian. ‘No, 
I’m a Muslim,’ he said.  

This opened a long conversation between us as we 
compared religions. My wife and I let him know the 
foundations of Christianity, what Jesus did for us, and 
what He can do for him as well. He ended up taking a New 
Testament with him!  
 
That evening as we organized our new fridge, my wife 
and I couldn’t help but reflect on how only the Lord could 
orchestrate a Bible delivery to our home while that man was 
standing in our kitchen!”  —Brian Coleman (Member)

Tagalog Hope
Did you know Tagalog is one 
of the top ten languages in 
Canada? We’re excited to 
add a Hope magazine in this 
Philippines-based language 
to our diverse selection of 
evangelism Scriptures.

My wife and I let him 
know the foundations of 

Christianity, what Jesus did 
for us, and what He can do 
for him as well. He ended 

up taking a New Testament 
with him!  
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Our “Two Nations. One Purpose.” fundraising campaign 
could have just as easily been named “Many Nations, 
One Purpose.” The level of openness in each of the Latin 
American countries we work in was remarkable. 

In Nicaragua alone, over 375,000 copies of God’s Word were 
shared, including 250,000 Spark magazines to students. But 
it wasn’t simply a case of distributing Scriptures. Close to 
300,000 gospel presentations were made—just in Nicaragua!

In Cuba, we were finally able to re-engage with churches this 
winter after several years of waiting. The excitement amongst 
the believers was unmistakeable. Thanks to over 100,000 
Hope and Spark magazines provided during interactive Ignite 
evangelism workshops, Cubans felt a new sense of confidence 
to share the gospel in their neighbourhoods. 

In spring, ShareWord Global officially launched in Brazil, 
and strong partnerships are already being built across that 
massive country. Believers from over 115 church partners were 
eager to take one of 150,000 copies of God’s Word and use it to 
share the gospel. 

In May, a multi-national team set out for Chile on our first GO 
Trip in over two years. We partnered with dozens of churches, 
and more than 1,100 locals were mobilized!

Then, just days before our fiscal year closed, a container full of 
Scriptures landed in Haiti. We can’t wait to share how God will 
use those Scriptures to change that nation.

LATIN AMERICA

9,570 
People  
Mobilized 

Brazil

Chile

Peru

Nicaragua

Cuba
Dominican Republic

Haiti

320,860 
Gospel Presentations  
Made

1,857 
Church  
Partnerships

923,972 
Scriptures  
Shared
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“We thank God and ShareWord Global for this training 
and Scripture material. We are using it to reach young 
people, particularly the students here in Masaya. 

Through this Chispa [Spark] magazine…I believe we 
will be able to reach the youth that do not know Jesus 
and are in bad conditions due to drugs, alcohol, and 
prostitution. Nowadays, there are many spiritual diseases 
that are affecting the youth. 

I think when we use this training and put this material 
in their hands, it will be a great blessing. Those who 
made it possible to get this material to the youth in our 
communities, God bless you greatly—each one of you.”
—Pastor Nelson, region of Masaya, Nicaragua

Creole Hope magazine
Most Haitians speak French but 
Creole is their mother tongue. 
That’s why it was important to 
produce a Hope magazine so 
we could share the gospel in 
their heart language.

Through this Chispa [Spark] 
magazine…I believe we will be 

able to reach the youth that do 
not know Jesus and are in bad 

conditions due to drugs, alcohol, 
and prostitution. 
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When churches across denominations start working 
together, you know something special is happening. 
This is what we’re seeing in African countries where doors 
opened wide to us.

In Kenya alone, we served with over 750 churches in nine 
districts to help them reach their communities with the 
gospel. They attended Ignite events to learn an easy way 
to share the gospel, and received Scriptures like Hope and 
Spark to help them. Then they headed out together to 
present the Good News to people. It’s a simple model but 
it’s working!

This year brought a new ministry opportunity: Kenyan 
prisons. ShareWord Global was invited to train prison 
chaplains and provide them with Bibles and Hope 
magazines to use for sharing the gospel with inmates and 
their families. 

Thanks to our partnership with WordSpread Foundation, 
new ministry steps were taken in the southern African 
countries of Zambia and Malawi. We look forward to 
helping even more churches grow through evangelism.

AFRICA

2,590 
People  
Mobilized

36,149 
Gospel Presentations  
Made

768 
Church  
Partnerships

261,848 
Scriptures  
Shared

Uganda Kenya

Zambia Malawi

South Africa
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Alice was one of the many pastors who 
attended one of ShareWord Global’s Ignite 
events in a city called Embu last summer, 
and she’s been active in evangelism ever 
since. She ventures out weekly, with dozens 
of members from her congregation, and 
reaches her community in Jesus’ name. 
 
Now, because of these ongoing evangelism 
initiatives, her church has grown from 25 to 
60 regular attendees! And she has baptized 
over 30 new believers! In fact, Alice is so 
motivated in her evangelism goal that the 
Embu region church partners have made 
her their outreach coordinator for the 
entire county! 

The only problem is, Alice’s church is 
almost at maximum capacity, and, since 
she is fully prepared to grow even more in 
2022, they have decided to build a bigger 
church building. Pray that God will provide 
the means and funds for this massive 
project. Alice is a kingdom builder!  

“Who Am I?” eMag 

eMagazines were created 
during the pandemic to help 
believers start or deepen gospel 
conversations. They’re visual, 
easy-to-use, and meant to be 
shared from phone to phone. 
The first one focuses on our 
identity in Christ and how the 
way God sees us changes 
everything.

Now, because  
of these ongoing 

evangelism 
initiatives, her 

church has grown 
from 25 to 60 

regular attendees!
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Sharing the gospel in Asia occurs with a delicate balance 
of boldness and caution. In many cases, conversion is 
either illegal or severely discouraged; open evangelism is 
impossible. 

Despite this reality, the gospel is still being shared by 
faithful churches under that cloud of persecution. In India, 
we partnered with over 11,000 churches, including many 
who were desperate for Bibles. Light magazines helped 
more than 19,000 people share the gospel!

New work was begun in Sri Lanka and staff were hired to 
help ignite and fuel evangelism in churches. 

Our partner in Bangladesh not only equipped churches 
within their country to do evangelism, but also reached 
thousands of Bangladeshi migrant workers in the United 
Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia through their networks.

Even in China, a nation that continues to tighten religious 
restrictions every year, we’re finding ways to support 
churches with copies of God’s Word.

ASIA

19,522 
People  
Mobilized

10,980 
Gospel Presentations  
Made

11,028 
Church  
Partnerships

316,680 
Scriptures  
Shared

China

India

Pakistan

Sri Lanka

Bangladesh
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“Trying to find a decent job in my village is 
unimaginable. I used to have to walk miles away from 
home in search of work. I often slept on the streets, only 
to return home empty-handed. To even get one meal 
a day was beyond reality. Adding to my family’s misery, 

my wife fell gravely ill and there was no 
way I could afford treatment.  

 
Eventually, I lost hope and resorted to 
alcoholism to evade the guilt and pain. 
Everyone in my village strongly advised 
me to consider conducting sacrificial 

rituals to ward off the evil that was 
befalling us. I tried to seek help 
from other gods, but things 
only became worse.  
 
In those dark times, my 
Christian neighbour 
offered me comfort 
and gave me a Light 
magazine. He asked if 
I would like to attend 
a prayer meeting. 

Prior to that, I never knew who Jesus was, but I was 
desperate. I agreed to go along with him. He explained 
my problems to the pastor. The pastor looked at me and 
recited this verse: Do not be afraid, I am with you till 
the end of time. (Matthew 28:20) Those words brought 
joyful tears to my eyes.  

After that, the pastor followed up with me and I 
continued to find more courage and strength through 
the book. Now, my wife is slowly recovering from 
sickness. I also secured a full-time job! I can walk 
confidently in faith and share about the many miracles 
Jesus has done in my life.”

Sinhalese and Tamil 
Light magazines
The pandemic postponed our 
work in Sri Lanka, but the Grow 
Your Church program is finally 
rolling out in this beautiful nation. 
These new Light magazines are
touching lives with the gospel.

 I can walk confidently in 
faith and share about the 
many miracles Jesus has 

done in my life.
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The Middle East is the most recent area of involvement
for us and one of the most challenging to work in. 
But it’s also an area that’s providing opportunities for 
creativity and dynamic relationships.

This year, new partnerships were built with ministries 
who have decades of experience reaching people in 
that region, specifically using satellite technology. We 
helped equip believers in Arabic and Farsi-speaking 
nations who live under persecution and tight restrictions. 
Programming that’s focused on the gospel truths in our 
Spark magazine will soon be beamed right into any home 
that has a satellite dish!

Thousands of Arabic speaking children discovered 
the gospel this year as well, many of them through a 
program built by our partner in Egypt for churches using 
the Spark magazine. What a joy to know kids are bringing 
home the gospel so their parents can explore faith in 
Christ, too!

Tied into this work is our studio in Cambridge, Ontario—
ministry begun by Reach Beyond Canada. We partnered 
with pastors this year to help them share the gospel 
across digital and satellite networks, igniting and fueling 
evangelism in the Middle East and beyond.  
 

MIDDLE EAST

1,400 
People  
Mobilized

50,000 
Gospel Presentations  
Made

350 
Church  
Partnerships

65,000 
Scriptures  
Shared

Iraq

Syria

Kurdistan

Egypt
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“I live in the outskirts of the city, which is reserved for 
the poor who were displaced by war. We are always 
afraid. We are afraid of war, poverty, and hunger. 
Tomorrow and beyond is always unknown to us!  Due 
to the conditions that we live in, we are afraid to wake 
up without even a loaf of bread to eat.  

I learned from my Spark magazine that God will give 
me the safety I need, even if I live in a very dangerous 
place! Thanks be to Jesus, who will not abandon me and 
will protect me in all circumstances... I am beginning to 
truly believe this fact!” — Asad
 
“I am a girl from a faraway place. I moved to live in the 
outskirts of the city, in very difficult circumstances.  
I always felt lonely and afraid—difficult circumstances 
surround me, and bad people are everywhere here.   
I was so glad when I read in my new Spark magazine 
that I did not have to feel lonely because God will 

never leave me. I decided to wait upon God and try to 
experience His presence in my life. 

So now, I pray every day, ‘Jesus, will you accompany 
me tomorrow as you accompanied me today?’ I am 
still waiting on Him. Thank you, Spark, for helping me 
with my pain!”  
— Jessinah

Farsi Spark
When people tune in to watch 
a Spark program on their 
televisions, they’ll have a chance 
to request a copy of the Farsi 
Spark magazine! And we’ll be 
praying those magazines will 
light a fire in their hearts to accept 
Christ as an entire family. 

I learned from my Spark 
magazine that God will 

give me the safety I need, 
even if I live in a very 

dangerous place! 
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In a region where we’d grown accustomed to ministering 
hands-on through GO Trips, the pandemic once again 
caused us to pivot our tactics. 

One opportunity explored was through digital ministry. 
Thanks to technology, we participated in online gatherings 
in which Moldovans and Ukrainians were encouraged, 
trained, and equipped to share the gospel using the 
resources they’d already received.  

When the shocking war began in Ukraine, we continued to 
support the efforts of our partner on the ground through the 
provision of Scripture resources. Now, instead of equipping 
GO Teams, the Light and Spark magazines would be used in 
conjunction with refugee ministry efforts. 

EASTERN EUROPE

65,000 
Scriptures Shared

Russia

Ukraine
Moldova
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ShareWord Global Family

Over the past four years, we’ve been blessed to 
have ministry partners in the UK, Sweden, Norway, 
and South Africa who share some of our unique 
organizational DNA. As former Gideon ministries their 
focus on Scriptures as an integral part of evangelism has 
helped fuel ShareWord Global’s international ministry.

For example, as an extension of the work with 
Ukrainian refugees, we were able to help these 
European partners. Together we printed 19,000 

Ukrainian Scripture magazines to share with 
refugees who were streaming in.

In addition to those Scriptures, thanks to domestic 
fundraising by our partners, over $1,335,000 was 
contributed to ministry work in Africa, China, and Latin 
America. That’s a significant indication of our mutually 
shared commitment to reach the world with the gospel. 

The partnership extends beyond fundraising. 
Members of those organizations have joined GO 
Teams and Vision Visits in countries around the world. 

Partnership SPOTLIGHT
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Partnering with musicians and other creative people is a dynamic way of introducing our ministry to people for 
the first time. It’s why we have a co.op artist program. 

This year we sponsored one of the tours of a popular Christian music group in the US called Big Daddy Weave. 
They’re well-known and have a significant following, so it provided an opportunity to introduce ShareWord Global 
to a new audience. 

During the concerts, the band talked about our ministry and invited the attendees to sign up as ShareWord 
Partners, our monthly giving program. The response during the 27 concerts was phenomenal—more than 900 
people signed up! When you consider the lifetime support of a monthly donor, the level of giving is significant. It 
means thousands more people will hear the gospel. 

Fundraising SPOTLIGHT
Big Daddy Weave
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More FUNDRAISING HIGHLIGHTS

As you can see in the highlights below, donors can support the cause of evangelism in a variety of 
financial ways. From single gifts to monthly to planned giving, the options are endless. In fact, one 
of our donors was generous enough to kick off our first $1 million matching campaign this year! 
We praise God for our amazing family of donors who fuel the cause in such an incredible way.

*Canada only; excludes Major Gifts and Planned Giving

TUE

ShareWord Partners (monthly donors):
2,613 (33% increase)

Expressions:
$676,951 raised  
$65 average gift (1.5% increase)

Giving Tuesday: 
$68,559 (79% increase)

Major Gifts: 
$6,603,570 (85% increase)

Average annual gift:* 
$373.00 (3.8% increase)
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SCRIPTURES SHARED GLOBALLY (PRINT/AUDIO)

Bird’s Eye VIEW

Latin America
People Mobilized:  9,570
Church Partnerships:  1,857

Canada
People Mobilized:   3,169
Church Partnerships:  273

Africa
People Mobilized:  2,590
Church Partnerships:  768

TOP 10 NEWLIFE APP DOWNLOADS:

1 - Canada
2 - India
3 - Brazil
4 - Nicaragua
5 - Chile

6 - Sweden
7 - USA
8 - Russia
9 - Peru
10 - Egypt

Latin America 
923,972

Europe 
103,200

Asia 
316,680

Africa 
261,848

North America 
603,709

Middle East 
65,000
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$10,215,252

2021/222020/212019/202018/192017/18

$10,905,854 $10,819,181
$11,767,341

$13,959,698

India:
People Mobilized:   19,360
Church Partnerships:  11,004

Egypt:
People Mobilized:   1,400
Church Partnerships:  350

FUELING THE CAUSE 

SCRIPTURE FORMATS

New Testaments: 
208,329

Bibles: 
274,876

Magazines: 
1,574,885

Gospels of John: 
204,403

Audio Bibles: 
2,427

NewLife Downloads: 
5,360

Study Bibles: 
9,489
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Financial STATEMENTCONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
MAY 31, 2022

2022 2021
$ $

3,588,460 4,465,592
663,659 299,243
766,702 893,194

ASSETS

Cash 
Accounts receivable 
Inventory 
Prepaid expenses 647,213 221,711

Current assets 5,666,034 5,879,740

23,655 17,406
76,748 75,700

Investments 
Life insurance - cash surrender value 
Capital assets 1,018,671 1,014,289

     Non-current assets 1,119,074 1,107,395

Total assets 6,785,108 6,987,135

1,018,332 316,260

LIABILITIES

Accounts payable and  accrued liabilities  
Deferred revenue 1,612,714 2,614,330

2,631,046 2,930,590

3,904,474 3,806,957

FUND BALANCES

Unrestricted, Operating Fund 
Internally Restricted Fund 249,588 249,588

4,154,062 4,056,545

Total liabilities and fund balances 6,785,108 6,987,135

APPROVED BY THE BOARD:

Horst Depner, Board Chair Ray Alary, Treasurer

The explanatory financial notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.

4.
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Management REPORT

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS AND FUND BALANCES
YEAR ENDED MAY 31, 2022

2022 2021
$ $

Revenue 
Member donations 1,459,887 1,523,449
Non-member donations 5,154,075 5,105,606
Bequests and major gifts 7,280,980 4,683,633
Chapter fund donations 30,457 49,784
Other income 34,299 56,329
Government subsidy 348,540

13,959,698 11,767,341

Expenses 
1,687,800 1,390,641
2,568,759 1,154,302
4,943,223 4,907,564
1,426,115 1,255,490
1,038,200 478,683
1,651,970 1,178,942

546,114 388,121

Evangelism mobilization
GO! ministry through churches 
Direct Scripture costs 
Charitable programs: operations 
Awareness & communications 
Fundraising
Administration
Gift to Qualified Donee 400,000

13,862,181 11,153,743

Excess of revenue over expenses for year 97,517 613,598

Fund balances, beginning of year 4,056,545 3,442,947

Fund balances, end of year 4,154,062 4,056,545

The explanatory financial notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.

5.

The Audit Committee and the Board of Directors review and approve the annual consolidated financial statements. 
In addition, the Audit Committee meets with financial officers of ShareWord Global and the external auditors, and 
reports to the Board of Directors thereon. The Audit Committee and the Board of Directors also review the annual 
report in its entirety.

One item to note is that we deferred approximately $1.6M worth of restricted donations received toward Scriptures 
and evangelism campaigns that will occur in the subsequent fiscal year. These donations will hit revenue in the 
2022-23 financial year, and thus be matched to their corresponding expenditures.
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sharewordglobal.com

I struggle with depression. When 
you saw the scars on my arm and 

asked me about them I felt seen by 
you. Thank you so much for sharing 

your own struggles with me and 
for this magazine. I will run back to 

God for his help.
— Anderson, Brazil


